Mother’s Recipe Box
Barbara Jean Ferverda Long
December 30, 1922 – April 30, 2006

Mom’s recipe box used to be a tin box, but when Longaberger baskets came along, she
bought one for her recipe box. She had a friend who painted the baskets, and I suspect
that friend painted this one for her.
As with all recipes in someone else’s box, it is sometimes hard to tell which ones were
actually used. The ones in her own handwriting her clearly ones she liked, and probably
used. The ones in other handwriting are questionable. When I know something about the
recipes, I’ll include that as interesting trivia.
Going through this recipe box has been like a trip back to my childhood at home. I can
nearly taste many of these. I can’t count the hundreds of times I called her for a
particular recipe. I had a recipe box too, and I think she even bought it for me, but I could
never seem to find what I was looking for, so I called Mom. She always had it and could
always find it.
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You never think as you grow up that your mother’s recipe box will ever become your
property. It feels odd for me to have her recipe box, somehow improper, because it’s
hers. But now, it’s up to me to put it someplace where I can find it, because I clearly
can’t call Mom anymore to ask her to find a recipe for me. Hopefully, with her box and
my own, I’ll be able to find one of them.
This first group of recipes was loose in the front of the box. I had to laugh, because of
course, her favorites were always the desserts and sweet things. She loved chocolate and
she loved nuts. Other favorites were also stuck in the front as well, like yummy potatoes
and some favorite salads. For things she made often, she didn’t need to use a recipe.
You can always tell which of the recipes in a recipe box were the favorites, because they
are the ones with all of the spots and stains, because they were out on the counter while
cooking was occurring. These are the ones you want to try. The nice clean recipe
cards…. don’t bother with those.
As I’ve scanned all of these recipes this Christmas season, I’m reminded that we have
moved away from nuclear families. The old adage “it takes a village to raise a child” has
probably never been more true with myriads of negative outside influences nor been
more difficult. As we move away from family being just next door or down the road, it
becomes ever more important to establish family traditions so that we can give our
children roots as well as wings. Many many family traditions revolve around holidays
and around food. So even if we can’t be together on the holidays as we all were at the
farm in the past, we can at least establish our own traditions and incorporate a little bit of
Mawmaw in with them. Even though she has passed on, she does not have to be gone,
because we can include her through making and handing down her recipes, those same
ones that she made for us when we were all together and that we all shared gathered
around the table at the farm in Kokomo.
And if you really don’t have time to cook, just eat a nice Hershey’s chocolate bar, or any
chocolate really, and think of Mawmaw, and smile. She would approve!!!
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General
Measurements
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Food for 50-60 People

Mom spent a lot of time at the church. She started attending Judson Baptist Church when
she started dating Dean, in the 1980s. She was always participating in the preparation of
meals for some event. It seems that funeral lunches were sadly, forever present, and no
matter how busy, you somehow made time to work on the funeral lunch, “in the cracks”.
And of course, when it was her funeral, the rest of the women, her friends for so many
years, prepared a lunch for us.
For many years, much to the chagrin of the grandchildren, one of her favorite projects
was Bible School. She was always taking drinks or cookies for Bible School. When she
had a grandchild she could abscond with, she took the grandchild in tow as well. Even
after the grandchildren were grown themselves, and there were no great grandchildren
available for Bible School, she still took drinks and cookies, a true grandmother to the
end.
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Self Rising Flour
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Snacks
Chex Mix

The ingredients are 6 tbs butter
4 tsp Worchestershire sauce (she could never say that word – we always laughed)
4 tsp seasoned sale
6 cups cereal
You would melt the butter and the rest in the pan and then put the cereal in and mix with
a spatula and bake in the over until it was brown and crispy. We also put pretzels in later.
Sometimes Mom put peanuts in too. This was the kind of munchy that you could pretty
much put in what you had and if it was somewhat stale, it would crispy right up.
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Grocery List

Times were really tight when I was young. We had to plan for everything and there were
no extras. We never, ever ate out. After I started school, we ate out once a year if I
passed to the next grade.
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I found this grocery list on the back of the Chex Mix recipe. Mom figured her list weekly
to be sure she would have enough money at the grocery. This week’s list was about $9.
We ate a lot of stretcher foods, like spaghetti which was my favorite as a kid, noodles
with browned cracker crumbs, and tuna noodle casserole. This was before the advent of
Hamburger Helper, which we hailed as a wonderful change of pace for dinner and a box
would make just enough for two meals for both of us.
When I was young, Mom got paid on Friday and picked me up at the babysitters and we
went to the grocery. We had to hurry because they closed at 6 on Friday, an hour later
than on weekdays. I don’t know why we didn’t go on Saturday, but groceries weren’t
open on Sundays then. We went to A&P and then to Kroger. The Amish came in to the
A&P and their horses were always ties to the special rails that were installed for them in
the back lot where they were away from the cars. I always wanted to pet the horses but
Mom managed to keep me away from them. I’m not sure if she worried about me getting
hurt, bothering the horse, or getting dirty and smelling like a horse.
Going to the grocery was our weekly outing and from my perspective was great fun. I
got to take the bottles back to the bottle return which was a small door in the back of the
store. There were not deposits then, people just brought their bottles back. It’s what we
did. If people came in carrying bottles, I’d offer to take them back for them. The Amish
never had bottles. I got bored with that after awhile, so then I would go up by the coffee
grinder machines. You bought beans then, not ground coffee. Beans would come in a
bag that you opened at the top, dumped into a machine, pushed one of 2 or 3 buttons
which determined the kind of grind, coarse, medium or fine, and then pushed the button
and the beans would be ground. If you forgot to put the bag under the spout to receive
the ground coffee, you were in for a rude awakening. The ground coffee always smelled
so delicious. To this day, smelling grinding coffee is a luscious treat to me. Mom told
me that I couldn’t have coffee, and that I wouldn’t like it. I was sure she was wrong, so
one day I took a sip of her cold black coffee after she was done with it. How awful. I
hated it. How could something that smelled so good taste so bad? I never drank it again
until years later when I learned about cream and sugar in coffee.
I don’t know how she drank it black. She would tell me that you acquire a taste for it, but
I never could. Worse yet, she would make the coffee in the percolator and save any that
she didn’t drink and warm it up in a pan. Now that coffee was too hideous even for
cream and sugar to fix. In the summer, she would drink ice coffee. While that is in
vogue now, it wasn’t at the time and I thought she has positively lost her mind.
I’m truly surprised that Mom continued to smoke during those years, given the relative
cost of cigarettes. Between 20 and 25% of the cost of the groceries above was the
cigarettes, although they are clearly inexpensive by today’s standards. She smoked
Kools. She did finally stop smoking, which I’m sure prolonged her life by many years.
She said that one day Ralph looked over at her when he was about 2 and said “Mawmaw,
your smoke gets in my mouth.” That was it. She was done.
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When I was a child no one knew that smoking was bad for you and second hand smoke
had never been heard of or considered. Smoking was socially “the” thing to do.
When she decided to stop, for motivation, she told herself she could join the choir when
her voice recovered enough to sing, and she did, although for years when she saw
someone smoking she would go and stand by them. Mom was in the choir until she
could no longer sing due to the vocal changes caused by the Parkinson’s and difficulty
holding the choir book, more than 30 years after she stopped smoking.
Nuts and Bolts
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Elephant Ears (Mouse Ears)

In later years, we simply used biscuit dough from a pop and twist can and flattened it out
and deep fried it instead of making dough.
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Syrup for Cracker Jacks
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Dean’s Carmel Corn

Christmas at the farm would have been incomplete without Dean’s carmel popcorn balls.
We all loved his carmel corn. I remember smelling the wonderful smell of popcorn
popping. Dad would make it in the popcorn popper that he put on the burner and it had a
handle and you cranked the handle with a knob on the top to keep the corn from burning.
When you had enough corn popped, which took several batches, you would then make
the syrup. Mom put the corn into a huge Tupperware bowl and Dad would pour it in the
then you would have to stir with a very long wooden spoon like heck to get the candy
disbursed before it cooled enough to dry. I remember Dad using waxed paper to handle
the popcorn balls because they were hot and sticky but needed to be stuck together before
they got too cool. Carmel corn and carmel corn balls always a favorite.
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Breads, Biscuits, Doughs and Pastries
Mom’s beer bread was an all-time favorite. It is best when toasted with butter or even
applesauce.
Beer Bread

Banana Bread

Mom has a note that 11/2 cup Bisquick can be used.
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Tony’s Banana Bread

This recipe was so easy and so good. Mom and I made it a lot. Tony was a boy I dated
in High School.
Jean’s Sticky Buns
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Caramel Pecan Rolls
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Mom loved these pecan rolls. This was folded so that the pecan roll recipe was showing,
but I’ve scanned the rest of this just for its interest value. When I was young, in the late
50s, we would save these coupons plus store coupons and redeem them for silverware
and dishes. I believe Mom still had the silverware and I have one or two of the dishes I
got right after I was married. My grocery budget when I got married in 1972 was $20 per
week and you could feed two hungry adults on that, including meat every day.
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Carrie’s Muffins

Carrie was the lady who lived across the street when Mother was growing up in Silver
Lake. I believe Carrie’s son was Frank who was a cheerleader with Mother. When I was
4 or 5, we went to visit in Silver Lake and Mom called Carrie on the phone. She didn’t
answer, so we stopped by the house. No answer. Mom got really worried about her,
because she was elderly, and sure enough, when someone went to check on her, she had
fallen and broken her hip. She died a few days later. Mom always felt like she had fallen
when the phone rang, and always blamed herself. Years later, after Dean died, Mom and
I went to a psychic. The psychic had a message for Mom from Carrie, and the message
was that it wasn’t her fault.
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Bacon Nut Corn Sticks

Judging from the spots, this recipe was used, but I have no recollection of it.
Strawberry Nut Loaf
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Pumpkin Bread

I don’t know if this is the recipe she used to make in the tin cans or not. One of the
pumpkin bread recipes we used to save tin cans to make and the break came out round. It
was always difficult to get out of the cans though because of the ridges in the cans. I
think this kind of baking fell out of favor for that reason.
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Old-Fashioned Nut Bread

Note says can be baked in round cans.
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Strawberry Bread

Preheat over to 350. Grease and flour 9X5 load pan.
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Biscuits

This is my handwriting when I was a child. I don’t know if she asked me to copy these
or if it might have been for a home-economics class. That was back when they taught us
how to cook and sew in school, and the boys had shop where they learned about
woodworking and auto shop where they learned useful things like how to disable their
sister’s car.
Dumplings
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Bisquick Pancakes, Waffles and Biscuits

I don’t know if she used this or not. I vividly remember her making sour dough pancakes
though, along with other sour dough treats. We used to “feed the starter” and I always
thought it was kind of scarry that something was living in the jar under the lid, although
look as long as I might, I could never see its mouth☺
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Quick No-Knead Rolls

Put in refrigerator for 2 hours or more. Bake ½ hour after removing from refrigerator.

I think the biscuit recipe is the one she actually used.
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Buttermilk Pancakes

Pancakes
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Yeast Rolls

For Cinnamon Rolls, use the above recipe and then put brown sugar and pecans in the
bottom of greased pan….

We made these as cinnamon rolls often when I was a kid. We would put them in a
muffin pan to make them. I didn’t like the nuts so we would have 2 kinds of rolls. When
I was pregnant for my kids, I craved these things. I gained about 50 pounds too, but darn,
they were really good.
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Mom would make this dough (above) and refrigerate it until she needed it. For yeast
rolls, she would roll three little balls about an inch in diameter and put all three balls in
the muffin tin.
I remember that when it rose, she would truly “punch it down”. That looked like so
much fun. I was thrilled when she finally let me hit it too, although then she told me to
be careful so I was fairly confused. The house always smelled wonderful and yeasty
when these were being made. She would soak the yeast in hot water for awhile alone and
that was the best smell.
Yeast Bread or Rolls and Cinnamon Rolls
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Hot Rolls

35

36

Beer Biscuits

Add dripping and oil mixture and the beer. Stir just till combined.

Other words not scanned are knead 10 to 12 strokes and cut with floured cutter.
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Nut Bread
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Apple Danish
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Cinnamon Rolls

40

Cakes
Nancy’s Chocolate Cake
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Banana Split Cake

We made this several times and took it to carry in meals. It was always popular.
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Streusel Strawberry Cake

Fruit Upside-Down Cake

Before the advent of boxed pineapple upside down cake, this is what we made. I never
knew her to use any other fruit. This was very very yummy.
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Dark Chocolate Cake

Mix in order given. Dissolve soda in hot water and add last. Bake at 350 till done.
Makes 2 9 inch pans or 40 cupcakes. This is not Mom’s handwriting so I don’t know if
she every used this recipe or not.
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Pumpkin Cake
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Strawberry Shortcake

Given her note on this document, she obviously tried the recipe for Strawberry shortcake.
However the one she always used was on the Bisquick box below.
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Strawberry Shortcake

This is the strawberry shortcake recipe we always used. To make the strawberries, we
could clean them and cut them up into fairly small portions, like halved or quartered.
Then she would put at least a cup of sugar for a smaller batch, and more for a large dish
of berries. We would stir the berries and chop at them to get the sugar to soak into them.
Berries needed to sit for a bit in the sugar to sweeten up and create a good deal of juice.
The shortcake was served hot, with butter, and then the juicy strawberries were ladled on
top, then milk was added to the top of the shortcake. What a yummy summertime lunch.
When I was pregnant for Gretchen, who was born in July, I ate this 3 meals a day with
fresh strawberries, or at least it seemed like it.
When we used to pick fresh strawberries and freeze them, for years I would keep some
strawberries back and on Christmas Day I would thaw them and make shortcake. We
used to pick berried in the patch down the road. They had so many they couldn’t get
them picked. When I was very very pregnant, crawling around picking berries felt good
to get the weight off of my low back. It must have been quite the sight!
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Cocoa Banana Muffinettes

If it had chocolate and bananas, how could it be bad? She loved them both. I’m
surprised she didn’t find a way to add nuts too, although who says she didn’t.
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Lemon Pudding Cake
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Mayonnaise Cake and Easy Frosting

The Mayonnaise Cake and Easy Frosting cards were paper clipped together, so I assume
Mom used them together. I do remember her making this a few times when I was a
teenager. It was very moist.
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Double Banana Cake

I don’t think she thought the nuts were optional.
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Gingerbread

Gingerbread was my favorite cake that Mother made. She said it was her mother’s
recipe. It was always so juicy and moist, and a bit tingly due to the ginger. It’s nothing
like boxed mixes. Mother always cut this into small pieces, maybe 2 inches by 2 inches
so we could get it out of the cake pan easily. We served it with whipped cream on top.
Often, she whipped the cream herself, especially when I was young. I don’t think that
Reddi-Whip existed then, and I know that Cool Whip did not. She used to always try to
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find that fine line between not being whipped cream (being runny) and turning to butter.
I remember her swearing more than once when it did turn to butter, but then we used it
for something else. I think she always put sugar in her whipped cream after it peaked.
Lemon-Frosted Angel Cake
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Date Cake

This recipe card just didn’t want to scan. (I hate Microsoft for all of their “help”.) The
second line is 1 tsp soda and the last ingredient is 3.4 cup chopped pecans. That was her
favorite nut. Instructions are tomix dates, water and soda in saucepan and bring it to a
boil Set aside to cool. Cream together egg, sugar and batter. Sift together flour and
baking powder and add alternately with dates mixture. Add Vanilla and nuts. Bake at
350 in 2 greased and floured 9 inch pans for approx 25 minutes. Oblong cake pan can be
used if desired. Test with toothpick for doneness. Frost with cream cheese frosting.
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Coffee Cake

Last ingredient is baking powder. Grease the cookie sheet.
Second page is:
Your flavor choice. Spoon cup of dough over filling. Bake at 350 for 3-40 minutes.
After cool spread with a little powder sugar and drizzle with powdered sugar icing.
Powder sugar icing:
Powder sugar, mile and vanilla – mix to desired consistency.
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Banana Refrigerator Cake

I don’t recall Mom ever making this, but we did buy Sara Lee banana cake and we
thought it was really cook. It was in the frozen section and had a butter cream type of
frosting and we would have to ration ourselves.
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Desserts
Date Pudding
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Mom always made this at Christmas time because John liked it so much. She said he
always looked forward to it.
Date Pudding

Date Pudding
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Date Pudding

The back of this recipe is another scrap letter. Looks like nothing was wasted.
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Marbled Brownies

60

Peach Cobbler

Vanilla Wafer Banana Pudding

The back of this card is a blank form that looks like a welfare case card, so this recipe is
likely from Edith, Mom’s mother, as well.
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Carmel Crisp

Apple Crunch
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Apple Crunch

Apples about 1 inch deep, sprinkle with sugar and cinnamon. 4th line is one teaspoon
baking powder. Baking instructions are for moderate oven.

I had to laugh as I read this recipe. One time Mom mixed up the baking soda and baking
powder. The recipe called for soda and she used powder. For anyone who bakes, you
know that whatever it was puffed up like a giant toad and the taste was pretty awful. We
had a good laugh and forever more, checked the word soda or powder on the recipe cards
pretty carefully. You couldn’t mix the boxes up, the soda was in a cardboard box and
was yellow, and the baking powder was in a round tin can.
She made this when I was young. I wasn’t crazy about it. It seemed to be very sweet to
me.
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Baked Apples

Graham Cracker Pudding
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Oreo Dessert

The back of this recipe was an Avon order. Mom took notes on everything.
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Strawberry Frost
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Oreo Dessert

Garnish with remaining crumbs.
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Pumpkin Desert

Baking instructions are 325 in glass pan or 350 in regular pan until pumpkin done and
cake browned. Again, I had to chuckle, because I remember the results all too well of not
greasing the cake pan.
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Cherry or Fruit Delight

We made this many times. Lots of people use canned cherries, but neither Mom nor I
like cherries, so we used either blueberry or peach and both were really good.
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Brownies

70

Brownies
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Brownies

I remember making this recipe as a child. As time progressed and mixes tasted better,
Mom moved to boxed brownies. It was so much easier and they tasted just as good.
Mom never particularly liked to cook as a hobby, so if there was an easier way with less
mess that took less time, she was all for progress.
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Marble Cheese Brownies

Melt chocolate and margarine over low heat – cool.

We made these a number of times, but didn’t like them as well as regular brownies.
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Ice Cream
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On the farm, we always made ice cream every summer. Banana ice cream. Everyone
loved it and we all looked forward to it. Dean turned the ice cream crank. It was always
very very cold. It would freeze your mouth if you weren’t careful.
Ice Cream
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Ice Cream

I think Rex Fager was Beverly Saul’s brother. Beverly and Mother were very close
friends for many years, but after Mom married, they drifted apart.
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Ice Cream

77

Candy and Icing
Mom’s Favorite Fudge

This recipe was Mom’s favorite fudge. She made is regularly for many years. Mom and
I liked to play 500 rummy while sitting on the floor in the living room in the house on
Sycamore Street. She would have been in her 40s and 50 at the time and I don’t know
how she sat cross legged on the floor for so many hours. Maybe it was her years of
dancing. I couldn’t have done it at the same age. Anyway, she would often make a plate
of fudge. We always had quite a time determining what was too soft, soft ball and hard
ball. One way or the other, it was still chocolate. The only difference between soft ball
and hard ball was the hardness of the fudge. She liked it slightly gooey, like cutting thick
icing, and I liked it better somewhat harder, not that it mattered because it came out
however it came out. I was never a small person, and in high school I work a 12 on a
good day and a 14 on a bad day. If it was a size 16, I didn’t wear it because it was missized. Mom was probably a size 8, sometimes a 10 and when she got real thin, maybe a
6. I ate a tiny sliver of fudge and she ate the rest of the plate. This was not an occasional
occurrence, it was nearly a nightly event. At one time I knew this recipe by heart. I
could not understand then how this could possibly be, let alone be fair. Now of course
we understand far more about metabolism, but then it was simply an injustice. Mom did
love her chocolate in any form. It was a blessing that she never became diabetic because
I don’t think she could have handled it.
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Magic French Fudge

By the way, this is not “the” fudge. Someone must have given this to her.
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Banana Frosting
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Penuche Icing

Streusel Topping for Blueberry Muffins
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Notice that this recipe is written on the back of a piece of Avon paper. Avon was such a
large and important part of her life for the 25 years she was an Avon lady. I think I have
enough Avon to last me the rest of my life too.
Fudge

This looks to be my handwriting, with her notes, but I can’t imagine we made this much
as neither of us likes marshmallows.
Chocolate Glaze
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Meringue

Mom never made this often as she had trouble getting it to peak right. I remember
swearing involved with this recipe. It should say, “swear as needed”.
Chocolate Frosting – No Cook
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Creamy Chocolate Frosting
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Chocolate Frosting Recipes
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86

Cream Cheese Frosting
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Gobbledegook

Gobbledegook was a wonderful way to take something with few calories like Angel Food
Cake and make it worth eating. Mom used vanilla pudding for the most part. We
spooned this over the top as we cut the cake, not in advance like icing. It was wonderful.
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Cookies
Mexican Wedding Cakes

When I was at home, Mom made these every Christmas. We always had a holiday
cookie-making day. We made these cookies, along with Chocolate Chip, which were
always a favorite of mine, hot, right out of the over, with cold milk. Then we made
cookie press cookies in holiday shapes. The first and last ones out of the press were
always funny shaped, and we got to eat those “mistakes”. They were just as good as the
rest. I always got to decorate the cookies with red-hots and colored sugar sprinkles and
gold and red candies about the size of pin heads. We then packed the cookies in tins and
gave them as gifts to people like teachers and babysitters.
There is a second recipe, both in Mother’s handwriting, so I’m not sure which was the
original recipe.
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Mexican Wedding Cakes
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Golden Tassies
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Quaker Choc-Oat-Chip Cookies

92

Basic Christmas Cookies

Oatmeal Cookies
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Oatmeal Cookies

94

Treasure Hunt Cookies
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Buttermilk Cookies

The back gives instructions to bake at 375 for 10 minutes only on ungreased cookie sheet.
Ice with your favorite icing. Makes 10 to 12 dozen.
Scotch Oatmeal Shortcake

We started making this when I was a teenager, and made it quite a bit for many years. It
was quick, good and crunchy.
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Chocolate Drop Cookies
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Chocolate Revel Bars

98

China Chews

I have no recollection of ever making these cookies.
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Easy Bake Cookie Bars

100

Chocolate Cookies

101

Over-Night Caramel Cookies

102

Angel Cookies

103

Toll-House Pan Cookies

Oatmeal Scotchie Pan Cookies

Mom and I made both of these Nestle recipes, but the pan cookies with the butterscotch
were too rich. So Mom substituted chocolate and they were much better☺
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Hershey’s Cookie Squares

Mom loved Hershey bars her entire life, so its entirely appropriate that she had a recipe
from the back of a Hershey bar in her recipe box. I recall the story of how when she was
a child she would stop by the hardware store (or the car lot, I can’t remember which) to
get a nickel from her Dad to buy a Hershey bar on the way home from school. Someone,
maybe a teacher, expressed concern to her mother about the fact that she ate a Hershey
bar every day.
Hershey bars have changed little since she was a child. As a joke for Christmas of 2004,
we got her a huge Hershey bar. It was either 5 or 8 pounds. We also got her a hammer
and chisel to use to chip pieces off to eat. This was all a huge joke to us, and she of
course took it all in good humor. Such a small little lady with such a huge Hershey bar.
But a week later she told me that it had lasted her all week. All week – she had eaten
nearly a pound of chocolate a day, assuming that she did not eat any of the other
chocolate items that she had received as gifts. When you didn’t know what to get Mom,
chocolate always worked. I was always amazed that she could remain so thin and eat so
much chocolate. It seemed extremely unfair to me.
When I was a teenager, we would sit on the floor in the living room and play 500 rummy
for hours and hours. Mom would make a plate of fudge. I would eat a tiny sliver, if any
and she would eat the rest of the plate of fudge. She was a tiny size 6 or 8 and I was a
size 12 or 14. Clearly I did not inherit her metabolism.
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Rolled Cookies

The back of this recipe is interesting too. Judging from the source and the date of this
scrap of paper, this recipe was given to Edith, Mother’s mother.
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Cocoa Drop Cookies

108

Orange Cookies
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Jams and Jellies
Mom made quite a few jams and jellies over the years. My favorite was always the
apricot preserves. She made them in small jelly jars and they were topped with parafine
wax, which always one way or another managed to get into at least some of the jelly. It
was wonderful. It took days to make from dried apricots. She put slivered almonds in
the preserves too. I can taste them now.
Apricot Preserves
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Sure-Gel Recipes
By the time I started canning with Mom, we used Sure-Gel exclusively for jams and
jellys. I have no idea what they did before Sure-Gel, but surely there was something.
The jam we made most often was strawberry jam. We’d pick the berries down the road
by Alexander Farm Service and bring them home. We’d make strawberry shortcake for
lunch, then clean the rest for jelly. We made an awful lot of freezer jelly. Dean loved it,
especially in the winter. This fold-out recipe card came in the box of Sure-Gel.
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114

Pie
Banana Breeze Pie (Quick)
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Banana Pie

This is an absolutely “to die for” recipe. Mom then put the contents in a pie shell.
However, I often ate this as a pudding. If you don’t stir quickly enough, the egg yolk will
set up and you’ll have tiny little pieces of yolk in the pudding, but it still tastes fine.
When I was in about 6th or 7th grade, I discovered that if you make a batch of this every
day after school and eat it, you can gain about 12-15 pounds in a month.
Strawberry Pie (Karen’s)
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Strawberry Pie

117

Fresh Strawberry Pie

118

Crumb Pie

119

Old Fashion Cream Pie

This is my handwriting on both the front and back. I was probably about 11 or 12
because by the time I was 13, I was a raging teenager and would never have written that
nice little note.
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Mom’s Sugar Cream Pie

This is the recipe that Mom gave me as her sugar cream pie recipe. I did not find it in her
recipe box, but this is from mine and she read it to me as I copied it down.
Ann’s Sugar Cream Pie
This recipe, which I think is Ann’s (John’s daughter), was in the front on the box, so I
think this is the one she actually made. She always said that Ann made a wonderful sugar
cream pie.
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Bake at 400 degrees for 10 minutes. Reduce heat to 350 for 20-25 minutes.
This was her favorite pie, but she did fight with it from time to time. We ate many a
runny sugar cream pie at home. One time it was so runny we put it over ice cream, but it
was still very good.
Old Fashioned Cream Pie

Everyone must have known how much Mom loved Sugar Cream pie, because it looks for
all the world like everyone gave her a recipe. Maybe she liked them all as she sampled
them and asked for the recipes.
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Sugar Cream Pie (Verma)

123

Cream Pie (Bev)

For years in Kokomo, there was Moore’s Pie Shop. I don’t remember it, but I do
remember it being discussed and referenced for many years after it was gone. The
recipes were family secrets, and people tried to “reverse engineer” them for a long time.
At one time, I remember a contest to see who could come the closest to the Moore’s pie
shop sugar cream pie. The results were in the Kokomo Tribute. Beverly Saul, Mom’s
friend claimed to have “the” Moore’s pie shop recipe. I don’t know whether she did or
not, but we surely had a good time tasting all the candidate pies.
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Butterscotch Pie

Millie Rago, if that’s the Millie, was a member of the PWP group that we attended for a
few years. PWP (Parents Without Partners) is where Mom met Dean. We knew Dean
for several years before he and Mom started dating. Actually, I have no idea when that
actually started. It was probably a very fine line. Dean’s son Gary was in the mental
hospital and of course his wife has passed away. Dean was very lonesome, so he would
visit many of the PWP female members in the evenings, just dropping by, without telling
anyone in advance that he was coming. He never arrived empty handed though, and often
what he brought was Dunkin Donuts. Although he always came “cleaned up”, often in a
suit, he generally always had a few tools in the car and would be glad to fix little things
that needed fixing. And for single Mom families, there was always something that
needed fixing. He would just join in whatever the family was doing that night, watching
TV, homework, whatever. He never came at dinner time.
One time Mom was busy and didn’t want company. She worked and her evening time
was scarce and we had to get all of our chores around the house done in that time. Dean
rang the doorbell and she said to be quiet and not answer the door. He rang again, and
again. I felt horrible and so did she. As he left, he walked slowly down the driveway to
his car parked on the street, and I realized how disappointed I was that he wasn’t visiting
that evening, and how sad and old and disappointed he looked as he walked. He walked
like he had aged 10 years in those 3 doorbell rings. I felt so very very sorry for him, and
I told Mother we were never doing that again. We didn’t and I think we both knew that
evening just how much we did like him.
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There was another evening when I was older that I had done something bratty in the
normal teenage fashion. It had apparently upset Mom, because I came into the room to
find Dean “comforting” her. I remember thinking to myself that she normally didn’t get
upset when I did whatever I had done, likely being lippy. I thought the whole thing was
odd. It wasn’t until later that I realized that maybe she was acting a little more upset than
she was, or he was taking an opportune moment to put his arms around her. So maybe, in
my own special way, I helped that relationship along. I’m amazed that he was actually
willing to marry Mom with a teenage daughter. The man was no coward, that’s for sure!!
I remember that when he proposed to Mom, she asked him what Gary thought about that,
because by then Gary was living back at home and given his difficulties, everyone though
he would be there for the rest of his life. Dean went and asked Gary, and then the next
day at church, came and announced to Mom that Gary said they could get married. It
always sounded so funny. Despite the situation that eventually developed with Pam,
Gary’s wife, Mom always liked Gary. Gary accepted Mom as well, and the problems
that they encountered were primarily introduced by Verma and then Pam as well. Mom
always tried to help Gary, despite anyone else’s involvement, even to the end with
renting the farmhouse to him in spite of the way they had treated her, and continued to
treat her by not paying their miniscule rent. Mother was genuinely saddened by Gary’s
death. She was very upset when she called me very early in the morning.
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Apple Pie Filling
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Date Pudding

The back of this card is the same blank welfare intake form, so I suspect this was Mom’s
mother’s recipe.
Southern Pecan Pie
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Mom absolutely loved Pecan Pie. I think to her it was kind of like sugar cream pie with
nuts on top.
Angel Pie (Louise Jontz)

I remember Mom talking about Louise Jontz, but I don’t remember in what context.
Maybe John knows.
Pie Crust
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Butterscotch Pie

Ice Cream Pie
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Sour Dough
Sour Dough Pancakes

When I was in grade school (the 1960s) we would have sour dough pancakes every
Sunday. Mom swore that they swelled up in your stomach after you ate them.
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Sour Dough Pancakes and Waffles
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Sour Dough Starter

Of course, most people got their starter from someone else, but in case you killed your
starter, here is a recipe to get fresh starter. Most people just asked the neighbor because
everyone had a mason jar of starter in the back of the refrigerator. However, you did
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have to remember to feed your starter, supposedly weekly, but starter was pretty
forgiving. However, if it was hard and crunchy, it was too late.
Feeding the Starter

Basic Sour Dough Yeast Dough
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Sour Dough French Bread
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Sour Dough Biscuits

136

Sour Dough Cookies

We tried these cookies several times, but they weren’t our favorites.
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Sour Dough Coffee Cake

When Mom was in her “Sour dough” period, we had this quite a bit. It was pretty good.
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Easy Sour Dough Coffee Cake

139

Sour Dough Yeast Dinner or Sweet Rolls

140

Sour Dough Pancakes

Mix
This odd section title seems to be things that required mixing, primarily desserts. I have
moved them to more appropriate sections. There was a true mix of everything here.
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Meats
Stuffed Neck

Thank goodness Mother never made this. She did however, sometimes boil tongue and
then slice it for tongue sandwiches. I couldn’t bear to eat it.
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Porcupines

Porcupines were a staple at home. Even today, I often take them as a carry-in item in a
crock pot and everyone loves them. I always brown them or they fall apart when
cooking.
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Super Meat Loaf and Savory Pork and Vegetables

144

BBQ Chicken

This had to be a later recipe, as it references a microwave. When I was in high school (I
graduated in 1973), the home economics teacher brought in a microwave. We had all
heard of them, but we had not seen them. She put a hotdog in the microwave and took it
out in a minute or so. She told us it was hot. One of the football players started making
fun of her and picked it up and stuck it in his mouth. She started to warn him, but it was
already in his mouth, for about 2 seconds. Then he was frantically spitting it out and
searching for cold water, as it was burning his mouth. Prior to microwaves, it took
several minutes to boil the water to cook a hotdog. Microwaves were a major
advancement in cooking. I bought Mom and Dean their first microwave when on the
farm. It was huge by today’s standards, and probably not very powerful, but both of
them loved it. I felt that was one gift that really made a difference in their lives.
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Morton’s Salami

146

Salomi

147

Egg Foo Yung

I’m not really sure what Mom was after with this clipping. Judging from the items
shown, I’d say it was probably the Foo Young, or Ruth Sullivan was a customer or friend
of Moms. I can pretty easily say that Mom wouldn’t have liked the Mexican cornbread
or taco surprise. However, I think the taco surprise looks good.
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Terriyaki Steak, Mexican Cornbread and Taco Surprise
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Casseroles
Souper Meatball Casserole

150

Broccoli and Rice

151

Broccoli Casserole

Spanish Rice

Mom and I made this quite a bit. She just made it and had no recipe. I wrote it down so I
could make it too. This recipe is from my recipe box, but it was her original recipe.
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Spaghetti Sauce

Mom made her spaghetti sauce from scratch. This was probably the recipe. One thing I
do remember was that she was always adding a little sugar to tomato things as the sugar
took away some of the tomato acid bite. She also ate sugar on her raw tomatoes after
slicing them.
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Hash Brown Beef Pie

154

Chicken or Turkey Crunch Casserole

We made this a number of times and is it ever good. However, you can just see the
calories oozing out of it.
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Chicken Bake Casserole

There was an Avon order on the back of this scrap of paper.
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Tuna-Rice Royal

157

Cornbread Hamburger Casserole

I can’t imagine Mom making this as she was not fond of cornbread.
Ham Loaf
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One Dish Chicken and Rice Bake

159

Tuna Fish and Noodles

This is similar to the tuna noodle casserole Mom used to make. The one she made did
not have cheese on top. I loved the casserole, but I could never get it to work. My
noodles always were hard and crunchy on top and hers were nice and tender. She also
did not put the peppers and onions in hers. Mom used to start this in the oven that had a
self-timer. I would come home from school and the oven would turn itself on and soon
the house would smell wonderful. Having an oven come on with no one home always
made me nervous. I don’t want my appliances having a mind of their own.
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Pot Pie

This was Mom’s famous potpie recipe. What she didn’t mention here is that she used to
take a ham hock and boil it in water to make broth. If there was a bone, she would
remove the bone and the pieces of ham would be in the broth. The dough was of a
consistency that it was somewhat elastic. It wasn’t wet enough to be sticky. After she
cut the squares, which were maybe an inch and a half or two inches square, she would
lightly flour each one by wiping it in the flour on the rolling mat before dropping them
one by one into the broth. If you don’t drop them individually, you’ll wind up with a
large messy dough ball.
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Chicken Potpie
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Sandwiches
Cheese Sandwich Filling

This was apparently a quite popular recipe at one time. Thank goodness she never made
it. I had a similar recipe recently and it was horrible. The one I had had some kind of
pimento cheese in it as well.
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Breakfast Dishes
Sausage Bagels
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Cheesie Grits Supreme

Mom hated grits and I never knew her to eat or make them. There was no Southern Gal
in her, that’s for sure. Mom was obviously polite. She probably complimented Aunt
Wilma about this recipe and Aunt Wilma probably wrote it out and gave it to her. Aunt
Wilma died about 1981 of a ruptured appendix. She was a very lovely lady and everyone
loved her. She never married and lived with her unmarried brother, Uncle Arnold on the
old family place on Judson Road just west half a mile or so from Judson Baptist Church.
At the time Mom married Dean, there were three single siblings of Dean’s, Wilma,
Verma and Arnold. Arnold always fancied himself the playboy. Verma was a widow
had a wicked tongue on her and most of the family avoided her whenever possible.
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Salads
German Potato Salad

166

Hot Potato Salad

167

Wilma’s Layered Jello Salad

168

25 Bean Salad

It is a great irony that the date on the bottom of this paper is the date Mom passed away.
However, it was 8:56 AM, not 3. This recipe was written many years before her passing
however, because her handwriting in the left margin is still strong and clear.
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Mixed Vegetable Salad

Cranberry Casserole

170

Apple Rings

Drain and reheat syrup for 3 mornings. The fourth morning heat rings and liquid to
boiling and pack in jars and seal. Have fun!
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Dill Dip

172

Emeril’s Louisiana Potato Salad
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Imagine my surprise when I discovered this Emeril Lagasse recipe from the SuperBowl
in her recipe box. Mom never liked anything spicy, not even a little bit, so I can’t
imagine that she would like anything of Emeril’s. However, the recipe was in her box for
some reason, so maybe she did.
My Old Mustard Pickle Recipe 1957

Given the date on this recipe card, I wonder if this was her mother’s recipe and
handwriting. Maybe John can tell.
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Cucumber Salad

Stewed Tomatoes

I remember when I had to call and ask for this recipe. I asked her for her recipe and she
told me, “You just stew them.” I told her I didn’t know how to stew them, so she told me
how and I wrote it down so I wouldn’t have to be so stupid as to have to ask again.
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Cranberry Relish and Mildred’s Cranberry Salad
This appears to be two recipes on one card. The second one says “Mildred’s Cranberry
salad.” Mildred is Eloise’s sister. Is this recipe Edith’s mother’s recipe?
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Soups
(Mock) Turtle Soup
Something happened to this recipe. It looks like it was torn badly or maybe a dog
chewed it. Mom tried to recopy it, but it looks like it was incomplete. I called Karen and
she said that she though she had a copy of the original recipe. Karen is reading this to me
from a recipe in Edith’s old cookbook. I am adding what I can see of Mom’s recipe (in
parenthesis) where it differs from Edith’s original recipe. It looks like Mom tried to add
more notes about how to make this soup while working with her mother.
1 veal shank (complete from knee down)
1 stalk of celery (Mom says
Little onion (large onion)
Couple carrots (4 or 5 large carrots)
Boil above 2 and a half hours and strain with a few cloves (6 whole cloves) and allspice
(no mention of allspice), 3 or 4 laurel leaves (mother’s said bay leaves but number is torn
off).
(Place meat and chunked vegetables in large kettle and cover generously with water with
seasoning items. Cook until ___ tender, about 2 hours, then drain and save the broth
putting the vegetables aside.)
Take meat off bone to cool. Put bone and all vegetables back on and cook again to get all
the strength out. Grind the meat when cold, not before. Add 2 slices lemons peeled to
broth.
(Brown 1 sieve of flour (1 scant quart of sifted flour in skillet over slow fire. Mom later
notes 4 to 5 cups of white flour.). Stir constantly until dark tan to light brown . Set aside
to cool. When cold put the flour in the sieve and using cold water generously stir the
flour through the sieve into the broth.)
Put can of tomatoes through colander and add to broth. (To the drained broth add 1 quart
home canned tomatoes which have been put through the sieve. If canned tomato juice is
used, may be necessary to scant the quart. 1 bottle ____, 1/3 to ½ cup sherry red wine.
Mom later says to add 1 large can tomato juice.) Add 1 bottle catsup. Add ½ cup
vinegar or wine.
Add 4 hard boiled eggs ground the last thing. (Hard boil 10 eggs. Cool when thoroughly
done. When bone and vegetables have been thoroughly boiled the second time and the
carrots are absolutely tasteless, drain and add this broth to the original broth.)
(Peel one lemon, removing all the white underpeeling and slice thinly in to the broth.)
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(Grind completely cooled meat and hardboiled eggs into pan. Put broth on stove to heat.)
Season with salt, pepper, dash of red pepper. When steaming hot, add ground meat and
eggs and pray Mother didn’t forget anything. Add lemon slices last.
Notes:
1 to 2 pounds extra lean veal if desired (can be added)
2 lemons - small size may be used
Remove lemon slices from broth if flavor gets too strong.
Be sure to feed the veal bone to the dogs. They will enjoy it. This note was on Mom’s
recopied version.
Mom and I went to find the Kirsch House in Aurora Indiana, where Barbara Drechsel and
Jacob Kirch had their Inn. According to the 1870 census, Jacob was a cooper, but by
1880 he had a “saloon and boarding house”. The building still stood at that time in the
early 1990s and was an Italian restaurant. It had the original beautiful hand carved
wooden (possibly cherry or mahogany) bar, and it also had some of the original postcards
and such that were under acrylic on the bar. I took photos of the inside and outside both.
We met a man there who had known Jacob Kirsch when he was a child and Jacob was an
old man. Jacob used to take his glass eye out and scare the little children with it.
We also met Irene Bultman who also descended from the Kirsch Koehler line. She had
some stationery and envelopes from the Kirsch House. She told us that her sister (or a
relative) had purchased the Kirsch House after Barbara sold it following Jacob’s death
and there were all kinds of photos in the attic. How I wanted those photos back. She
grew up in Aurora and was about Mom’s age. She told us that when the Kirsch House
was operating, there was the pub of course, and the rooms to rent overnight, and then
there was the Turtle Soup. She told us that you could get a glass of good German beer
and a bowl of turtle soup for a dime (or was it a nickel?). I bet you got home baked bread
with it too. It might have been real turtle soup at that time, but by the time it got handed
down to folks not living on a river, it was Mock Turtle Soup. Clearly in Germany this
had been turtle soup.
Tuesday at the Kirsch House was Turtle Soup Day. Barbara made turtle soup and anyone
in town who wanted a bucket ordered one. When the soup was done, the Kirsch
daughters took the buckets in their wagon and delivered them around town. When you
finished your soup, you returned your bucket to the Kirsch House to be reused.
The Kirsch House was quite a landmark for decades in Aurora. It is beside the railroad
tracks, but only a couple of blocks inland from the docks on the Ohio River. Horse
drawn wagons would transport freight, people and luggage from the river to the railroad
depot, and hence, to the Kirsch House.
There is a mystery that surrounds the Kirsch House that may yet be unraveled. In 1887
Jacob sold the house to Barbara, or at least titled it in her name alone. In that time, this
was an extremely unusual move. However, we later found that there was a lawsuit in
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federal suit involving Jacob. I have not found that suit, but need to look for the records in
Indianapolis. However, the locals say that the suit involved the murder of an itinerant
brick layer who had done something unforgiveable in Aurora. Jacob was not alone as
there was a group of men involved.
This photo is inside of the Kirsch House in front of the bar when Mom, Gretchen and I
visited about 1990.

Aunt Eloise also told me that Nora (Elnora) Kirsch married Curtis Lore at the Kirsch
House. She made her own wedding dress, with her mother and probably the help of her
sisters too. Curtis waited downstairs, and Nora came down the winding stairway to greet
her husband-to-be. When we visited, this area was off limits as it was rented to a tenant.
Mom found a brick outside that had come from the building when some repairs were
made, and later had it painted with a photo we took of the Kirsch House.
Turtle Soup always meant family to Mom, and always reminded her of her very German
family roots. I hope that this recipe does not die in future generations, as it is truly in all
aspects a family tradition.
One time in the late 1970s when I was traveling for work, I found a restaurant in the St.
Louis area called the Kirsch House and it had on the menu turtle soup. I wish I had
asked, as I bet they were cousins. A couple of years later, when I returned, the restaurant
was gone.
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Vegetables
Baked Corn Liggett and Cream Corn

Whose handwriting is this?
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Baked Corn

181

Freezer Cucumbers

182

Yummy Potatoes

Gretchen loved Mom’s Yummy Potatoes. She thought it was particularly fitting that the
church ladies served them after Mom’s funeral.
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Yummy Potatoes

184

Mixed Vegetable Casserole – Recipe Tree
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White Cheese Sauce for Steamed or Boiled Vegetables

Mom would put this over either steamed broccoli or cauliflower. Cauliflower was her
favorite, until she discovered that it could be eaten raw then that was her favorite.
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Beverages
Punch
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Banana Slush

This was a perennial favorite. We often had this at Christmas time, although given how
cold and good it was, I don’t really know why we didn’t have it in the summer too. Mom
would freeze this up in advance and the punch itself was the ice. Of all the family, I
think Ralph loved this one the most.
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Lipton Ice Tea

This was before the time of sun tea. I don’t remember Mom making sun tea, but I know
she liked it at my house and at Karen’s too. I suspect she didn’t make it because she
perceived she had to make a lot, and because she seldom drank anything.
Grape Juice
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Silver Lake Methodist Cookbook
The Methodist Church in Silver Lake (Indiana) published a cook book. The women of
the church contributed, including Edith Lore Ferverda. The other Ferverda woman listed
was Ruby Ferverda, the wife of Roscoe, brother of John Whitney Ferverda. They lived
across the street from Edith and John and slightly west.

Mom’s favorite fudge recipe that we made for years at home was from this book. It is in
the Candy section.
However, Edith’s contribution seems to be Master Mix, an early version of Bisquick.
Given that she worked and supported her family in a time when women didn’t work, Im
sure she was very glad for any timesaving devices she could find.
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Master Mix, Master Mix Caramel Dumplings and Drop Cookies
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Master Mix Date Pudding and Griddle Cake
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